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MODEL WEALTH PORTFOLIOS

Trade History
Tactical Opportunities Portfolio

December 31, 2012

The LPL Financial Research asset allocation process, coupled with a strong security selection methodology, allows us to create portfolios that seek to outperform and 
minimize surprises.

The trade history chart below illustrates some events that transpired over the course of this year that have impacted our near- and intermediate-term trade decisions.

6/1/12
10-Year Treasury yield 

breaks below 1.5%, S&P 500 
correction reaches 9.6%

4/9/12
First of three weak 
monthly jobs reports

6/29/12
EU Summit drives 
2.5% rally on last 
day of quarter

6/11/12
Spanish bank 
rescue announced

7/26/12
ECB Chief Draghi vows 
to “do whatever it takes” 
to defend the euro

8/31/12
Bernanke speech
at Jackson Hole
signals more
stimulus forthcoming

9/13/12
Federal Reserve announces QE3

9/6/12
ECB announces unlimited, 
conditional sovereign bond 
purchase program

6/6/12
China cuts

interest rates, fueling
best day for U.S.

stocks in 2012

6/20/12
FOMC extends 
Operation Twist, 
lowers economic 
forecast

6/28/12
Supreme Court 
Decision

6/17/12
Greek election run-off

2/28/12
LTRO part two

5/6/12
Greek election #1, 

French election

3/15/12
Federal Reserve 
releases results of bank 
stress tests

3/5/12
China lowers 
growth target 
for 2012 

1/24/12-1/25/12
FOMC to keep 
rates low until 

late 2014

2/21/12
European 

policymakers 
agree to Greek 
debt swap deal

2/3/12
Strong January jobs 
report fuels rally

10/29/12
Hurricane Sandy strikes

11/06/12
Election Day

11/08/12
Chinese

leadership transition

12/12/12
Fed announces “QE4,” including 

inflation and unemployment targets

12/31/12
Senate passes fiscal cliff bill
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S&P 500 Trade

Source: Bloomberg, LPL Financial   12/31/12

The S&P 500 in an unmanaged index and cannot be invested into directly. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Model Wealth Portfolio Trades: Tactical Opportunities Portfolio (The following model applies: Tactical Opportunities)
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Date Changes

1/3/12  � Increased exposure to an investment that benefits from a decline in stock market volatility
 � Decreased exposure to European equities

1/6/12  � Increased exposure to an investment that benefits from a decline in stock market volatility
 � Decreased exposure to European equities

2/2/12  � Decreased exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of the 
oil commodity

 � Increased cash

2/9/12  � Decreased exposure to an investment that benefits from a decline in stock market volatility
 � Initiated exposure to Brazilian equities
 � Increased cash

2/16/12  � Decreased exposure to an investment that benefits from a decline in stock market volatility
 � Initiated exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of the 

euro versus the US dollar

3/6/12  � Eliminated exposure to steel equities
 � Eliminated exposure to Chinese equities
 � Increased exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of the 

S&P 500

3/15/12  � Eliminated exposure to gold and silver miner equities
 � Initiated exposure to transportation equities

3/22/12  � Decreased exposure to the silver commodity
 � Increased cash

4/3/12  � Decreased exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of the 
S&P 500

 � Initiated exposure to technology-focused core U.S. equities

4/10/12  � Decreased exposure to high-yield bonds
 � Decreased cash
 � Increased exposure to the gold commodity
 � Initiated exposure to the yen

4/16/12  � Decreased exposure to high-yield bonds
 � Decreased cash
 � Increased exposure to the gold commodity
 � Increased exposure to technology-focused core U.S. equities

4/23/12  � Decreased exposure to global macro alternative investments
 � Decreased cash
 � Initiated exposure to core U.S. equities

Model Wealth Portfolio Trade Summary: Tactical Opportunities Portfolio (The following model applies: Tactical Opportunities)

Date Changes

4/27/12  � Increased exposure to technology-focused core U.S. equities
 � Eliminated exposure to Brazilian equities
 � Decreased exposure to natural resource equities
 � Decreased cash
 � Initiated exposure to diversified agricultural commodities

5/9/12  � Decreased exposure to the gold commodity
 � Increased exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of the 

euro versus the US dollar
 � Eliminated exposure to the silver commodity
 � Increased cash

5/15/12  � Increased cash
 � Decreased exposure to a position that benefits from a decline in stock market volatility

5/17/12  � Eliminated exposure to natural resource equities
 � Initiated exposure to social media equities

5/23/12  � Eliminated exposure to the yen
 � Decreased exposure to high-yield bonds
 � Increased cash

6/1/12  � Decreased exposure to high-yield bonds
 � Increased exposure to the gold commodity

6/4/12  � Decreased exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of the 
euro versus the US dollar

 � Initiated exposure to consumer staples

6/7/12  � Eliminated exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of the 
euro versus the US dollar

 � Increased exposure to the gold commodity

6/8/12  � Decreased cash
 � Initiated exposure to an investment that targets double the daily return of the oil commodity

6/18/12  � Decreased cash
 � Increased exposure to an investment that targets double the daily return of the oil commodity

6/27/12  � Decreased cash
 � Decreased exposure to transportation equities
 � Initiated exposure to homebuilder equities
 � Increased exposure to agricultural commodities
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Date Changes

7/19/12  � Decreased exposure to an investment that targets double the daily return of the oil commodity
 � Increased cash

7/26/12  � Eliminated exposure to transportation equities
 � Decreased exposure to agricultural commodities
 � Initiated exposure to grain commodities
 � Increased cash

8/2/12  � Decreased exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of the 
S&P 500

8/3/12  � Eliminated exposure to an investment that targets double the daily return of the oil commodity
 � Increased cash

8/6/12  � Decreased cash
 � Initiated exposure to municipal bonds

8/10/12  � Decreased cash
 � Initiated exposure to oil & gas equipment equities

8/13/12  � Eliminated exposure to grains commodity futures
 � Increased cash

8/16/12  � Decreased exposure to social media equities
 � Eliminated exposure to consumer staples
 � Initiated exposure to Canadian equities
 � Initiated exposure to short-term VIX futures

8/23/12  � Decreased cash
 � Eliminated exposure to social media equities
 � Initiated exposure to the silver commodity
 � Initiated exposure to gold miner equities

9/14/12  � Eliminated exposure to a market neutral strategy
 � Eliminated exposure to municipal bonds
 � Eliminated exposure to short-term volatility futures
 � Initiated exposure to metals and mining equities
 � Initiated exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of long-

term Treasuries

9/18/12  � Eliminated exposure to agricultural commodities 
 � Initiated exposure to the silver commodity

Model Wealth Portfolio Trade Summary: Tactical Opportunities Portfolio (Continued)

Date Changes

10/18/12  � Decreased exposure to core U.S. equities
 � Increased exposure to homebuilding equities
 � Initiated exposure to Chinese equities

10/24/12  � Eliminated exposure to an investment that targets double the inverse daily return of 
long-term Treasuries

 � Increased cash

11/1/12  � Eliminated exposure to gold miner equities
 � Decreased cash
 � Increased exposure to homebuilder equities

11/6/12  � Decreased exposure to the gold commodity
 � Increased cash

11/12/12  � Initiated exposure to municipal bonds
 � Eliminated exposure to metals and mining equities
 � Initiated exposure to an investment that targets double the daily return of oil commodity futures

11/19/12  � Eliminated exposure to oil & gas equipment equities
 � Increased exposure to Chinese equities
 � Increased cash

12/3/12  � Decreased exposure to the silver commodity
 � Initiated exposure to master limited partnerships

12/18/12  � Eliminated exposure to the silver commodity
 � Initiated exposure to aerospace and defense

12/19/12  � Initiated exposure to Japanese equities
 � Eliminated exposure to an investment that targets double the daily return of oil 

commodity futures
 � Decreased cash
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International and emerging market investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability 
and may not be suitable for all investors.

Investing in alternative investments may not be suitable for all investors and involve special risks such as risk associated 
with leveraging the investment, potential adverse market forces, regulatory changes, and potential illiquidity. There is no 
assurance that the investment objective will be attained.

Mid-capitalization companies are subject to higher volatility than those of larger capitalized companies.

Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government as to the timely payment of principal and 
interest and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal value. However, the value of fund shares is 
not guaranteed and will fluctuate.

Corporate bonds are considered higher risk than government bonds but normally offer a higher yield and are subject to 
market, interest rate and credit risk as well as additional risks based on the quality of issuer coupon rate, price, yield, 
maturity, and redemption features.

Value investments can perform differently from the market as a whole. They can remain undervalued by the market for 
long periods of time.

There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio. 
Diversification does not ensure against market risk.

Market-neutral strategies seek to create a portfolio not correlated to overall market movements and insulated from 
systemic market risk.

Master limited partnership (MLP) is a type of limited partnership that is publicly traded. There are two types of partners 
in this type of partnership: The limited partner is the person or group that provides the capital to the MLP and receives 
periodic income distributions from the MLP’s cash flow, whereas the general partner is the party responsible for 
managing the MLP’s affairs and receives compensation that is linked to the performance of the venture.

Leveraged ETFs, sometimes labeled “ultra” or “2x,” for example, are designed to provide a multiple of the underlying 
index’s return, typically on a daily basis. Inverse products are designed to provide the opposite of the return of the 
underlying index, typically on a daily basis. Compounding of the returns can produce a divergence from the underlying 
index over time, in particular for leveraged products. In highly volatile markets with large positive and negative swings, 
return distortions are magnified over time. Because of these distortions, these products should be actively monitored, 
as frequently as daily, and, are generally not appropriate as an intermediate or long-term holding. They may not be 
appropriate for investors who plan to hold them longer than one trading session, particularly in volatile markets. To 
accomplish their objectives, these products use a range of strategies, including swaps, futures contracts and other 
derivatives. These products may not be diversified and can be based on commodities or currencies. These products may 
have higher expense ratios and be less tax-efficient than more traditional ETFs.

The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), a committee within the Federal Reserve System, is charged under the United 
States law with overseeing the nation’s open market operations (i.e., the Fed’s buying and selling of U.S. Treasury securities).

Quantitative easing is a government monetary policy occasionally used to increase the money supply by buying 
government securities or other securities from the market. Quantitative easing increases the money supply by flooding 
financial institutions with capital in an effort to promote increased lending and liquidity. 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide or be construed 
as providing specific investment advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investments may 
be appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is 
no guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of the 
investment company carefully before investing. The prospectus contains this and other 
information about the investment company. You can obtain a prospectus from your financial 
representative. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.

Investments in specialized industry sectors have additional risk such as credit, regulatory, operational, business, 
economic and political risk which should carefully be considered before investing.

Principal risk: An investment in exchange-traded funds (ETF), structured as a mutual fund or unit investment trust, 
involves the risk of losing money and should be considered as part of an overall program, not a complete investment 
program. An investment in ETFs involves additional risks: not diversified, the risks of price volatility, competitive 
industry pressure, international political and economic developments, possible trading halts and index tracking error.

The fast price swings of commodities will result in significant volatility in an investor’s holdings.

Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values will decline as interest rates 
rise, are subject to availability, and change in price.

Because of their narrow focus, sector investing will be subject to greater volatility than investing more broadly across 
many sectors and companies.

Stock investing involves risk including loss of principal.

Precious metal investing is subject to substantial fluctuation and potential for loss.

Asset allocation does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss.

Long/Short is an investment strategy generally associated with hedge funds.  It involves buying long equities that are 
expected to increase in value and selling short equities that are expected to decrease in value.

Investing in mutual funds involve risk, including possible loss of principal. Investments in specialized industry sectors 
have additional risks, which are outlined in the prospectus.

Municipal bonds are subject to availability, price, and to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond 
values will decline as interest rate rise. Interest income may be subject to the alternative minimum tax. Federally tax-free 
but other state and local taxes may apply.

Small cap stocks may be subject to a higher degree of risk than more established companies’ securities. The illiquidity of 
the small cap market may adversely affect the value of these investments.

High-yield/junk bonds (grade BB or below) are not investment-grade securities, and are subject to higher interest rate, 
credit, and liquidity risks than those graded BBB and above. They generally should be part of a diversified portfolio for 
sophisticated investors.

Currency risk is a form of risk that arises from the change in price of one currency against another. Whenever investors or 
companies have assets or business operations across national borders, they face currency risk if their positions are not hedged.
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This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial.  

To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment advisor, please note that LPL Financial is not an affiliate of and makes no representation with respect to such entity.

MODEL WEALTH PORTFOLIOS

For detailed trade information contact your financial advisor.

Neither LPL Financial nor any of its affiliates make a market in the investment being discussed nor does LPL Financial 
or its affiliates or its officers have a financial interest in any securities of the issuer whose investment is being 
recommended neither LPL Financial nor its affiliates have managed or co-managed a public offering of any securities of 
the issuer in the past 12 months.

INDEX DESCRIPTIONS

The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the 
broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.

The volatility index (“VIX”) is an index which measures expectations of volatility, or fluctuations in price, of the S&P 500 
Index.  Higher values for the volatility index indicate that investors expect the value of the S&P 500 to fluctuate wildly - 
up, down, or both - in the next 30 days.

KEY

ECB: European Central Bank

EU: European Union

FOMC: Federal Open Market Committee

LTRO: Long-term refinancing operations

QE: Quantitative Easing


